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Abstract

Multiprocessor systems with a global shared memory
provide logically uniform data access. To hide latencies
when accessing global memory each processor makes use
of a private cache. Several copies of a data item may ex-
ist concurrently in the system. To guarantee consistency
when updating an item a processor must invalidate copies
of the item in other private caches. To exclude the effect
of classical paging faults, one assumes that each proces-
sor knows its own data access sequence, but does not know
the sequence of future invalidations requested by other pro-
cessors. Performance of a processor with this restriction
can be measured against the optimal behavior of a theo-
retical omniscient processor, using competitive analysis. A� � -competitive randomized online algorithm for this prob-
lem for cache size

�
is presented. This algorithm is derived

with the help of a new concept we call knowledge states. We
also prove a matching lower bound, thus this online algo-
rithm is best possible. Finally, a lower bound of

��
on the

competitiveness for larger cache sizes is shown.

1. Introduction

High performance computing, even in large parallel sys-
tems with a shared global memory, still requires that each
processor has an individual local cache and uses this limited
memory efficiently. In the following, let � denote the size of
this cache. Each processor � manages its cache itself, but
whenever another processor ��� has written to a page that
has a copy in the cache of � , this copy has to be invalidated
(and effectively ejected from the cache of � .) Therefore,
in a multiprocessor system, there can be two reasons for a
page miss: Either, � can experience a “miss” in the usual
way, i.e., because a data item needed by the processor was
not among any of its � cached pages, or the page has been	
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in the cache, but an invalidation caused by some other pro-
cessor has occurred before � accessing this page. This we
call an invalidation miss.

This leads to an optimization model with a tantalizing
information restriction: Given the sequence 
 of requested
pages for processor � one considers 
 to be known in its
entirety to � ’s caching strategy; only invalidations are given
online. We call this the OFI (Oblivious to Future Invali-
dations) restriction. Therefore, for the competitive ratio of
this problem, � ’s strategy knows 
 but not the invalida-
tions. We measure the cost of the strategy against the cost of
an optimal offline algorithm that knows both the entire se-
quence as well as all invalidations in advance. Other models
which involve partial information about the future include
lookahead for the paging problem [1], [2], [6], [11], and
competitive implementation of parallel programs [8].

Genther and Reischuk [9, 10] have recently studied dif-
ferent paging strategies in such an environment, primarily
focusing on realistic request sequences to analyze the aver-
age case behavior by simulation. Extending this research
along more theoretical lines, they ask how much the ef-
fect of invalidations might increase page misses in the worst
case, as compared with the uniprocessor situation. In [10]
bounds on the competitive ratio for certain deterministic
strategies are established. However, the randomized case
has remained largely open.

In this paper, we use a novel technique, the knowledge
state approach, to derive results in the randomized case. We
will briefly describe this technique in Section 2. In Section
3, we give a knowledge state algorithm with a competitive
ratio of

� � for ��� �
. Section 4 and 5 give lower bounds.

For ��� �
we show that the ratio

� � is best possible, thus
establishing that the knowledge state algorithm is optimally
competitive. For ���� , we show a lower bound of

��
. We

conjecture that for ����� there exist knowledge state algo-
rithms that match this lower bound.



2. Knowledge States

Competitiveness makes sense as a concept when an algo-
rithm lacks timely access to all input data. If � is an algo-
rithm for a given problem which attempts to minimize cost
for a given input instance, we say that � is � -competitive
if there is some constant � such that, for any instance, the
cost paid by � does not exceed � plus � times the optimal
cost for that instance. Central to our discussion is a novel
technique in competitive analysis: the knowledge state ap-
proach. We summarize that technique briefly in this section.
We refer the reader to [3] for a detailed description of the
technique.

One tool that is useful in the analysis of online algo-
rithms, and which plays a role in our problem, is the con-
cept of a work function. Work functions provide informa-
tion about the optimal cost of serving the past request se-
quence. For a request sequence 
 , by ��������� , we denote
the minimum cost of serving 
 and ending in configuration� . A configuration is simply an unordered � -tuple of pages,
and represents a possible cache configuration. We denote
the set of all configurations as � . (To be more precise, at
the beginning or after several invalidation misses the cache
may hold fewer than � pages, but it suffices to consider only
complete configurations.) The optimal cost to service a re-
quest sequence 
 is given by opt � 
!��"#�%$'&)(�*+�,�-� �.� . It can
be computed by dynamic programming. As time increases,
the work function grows without bound. It is convenient to
consider �,�0/ opt � 
!�1"2�4365 , which is called the offset
function, and which is non-negative.

We introduce a convenient notation, taken from [12], for
offset functions for the � -cache problem, which we call the
bar notation. Let 7 be a string consisting of at least � page
names and exactly � bars, with the condition that at least 8
page names are to the left of the 8:9 ; bar. Then 7 defines
an offset function � as follows: If � is any configuration
of pages such that, for each 8<�>=@?BACABAD� , the names of at
least 8 members of � are written to the left of the 8E9 ; bar,
then �F���.�<�HG . We call configurations which satisfy this
condition the support set of � . If I%JK� does not satisfy
this condition, then �F��IL� is the number of page replace-
ments necessary to change I to a configuration which is a
member of the support set. For example, if �M� �

, NPORQSQ de-
notes the offset function whose support set consists of just
the configuration TUN2?VOUW , while if �X�KY , NPORQSQ Z\[�Q ]_^`Q denotes
the offset function whose support consists of the configu-
rations T_N2?VO_?DZR?D[aW , TUN.?bOc?DZc?b]dW , T_N.?bO_?bZc?b^eW , T_N.?bO_?b[a?b]dW , andTCN.?bO_?b[a?V^eW . From [12], we have:

Lemma 1 A function � is an offset function for the � -cache
problem if and only if it can be expressed using the bar no-
tation.

We will use a variation of the distribution model to de-

scribe a randomized algorithm. That is, at each step the state
of the algorithm will be described by a probability distribu-
tion on the set of all possible [deterministic] states at that
step. The distribution model is equivalent to the behavioral
model for randomized online algorithms against an oblivi-
ous adversary. (See, for example, [5].) In the standard dis-
tribution model, the algorithm deterministically chooses a
distribution at each step, but in this paper we allow the algo-
rithm to use randomization to choose the distribution. This
variation, called the mixed model of randomized algorithms
is a generalization of both the behavioral model and the dis-
tributional model. A knowledge state algorithm [3, 4] is a
mixed online algorithm that computes an adjustment and an
estimator at each step, and uses the current estimator as its
memory state. The estimator is a real-valued function on
configurations that is updated at every step, and which es-
timates the cost of the optimal offline algorithm, while the
adjustment is a real number that is computed at every step.
More formally, if � is a knowledge-state algorithm, then:

1. At any given step, the full state of � is a pair �f�g?Dhi� ,
where h is a finite distribution on � , and �j"a�k36l
is the current estimator. We call that pair the current
knowledge state.

2. If mj�4�f�g?Dhi� is the knowledge state and the next re-
quest is n , then � computes an adjustment, a num-
ber which we call adjust o1�pmq?Dnc� , and uses random-
ization to pick a new knowledge state m � �r�f� � ?sh � � .
More precisely, there are subsequent knowledge statesmutv�w�f�qtx?Dh2t:� and subsequent positive weights �.t for8q�y=d?CABABAsz , {}|tS~e� �2te��= , such that

(a) �����+nR�\�����' adjust o �pmq?DnR��� { |tS~e� �at �+tD���.� for
each �yJ�� , where we define function ���+n as�f���+nR�\� IP���}$'&S(2*d�@��TC�F�����i� cost ���e?snc?sIL��W andZ\�R�C�\���i?Dnc?sIL� denotes the cost of serving n given
cache configuration � while resulting in configu-
ration I .

(b) For each 8 , � chooses m�� to be m t with probability� t .
In our application, we use offset functions as estimators.

We will also associate a finite amount of information about
the future private request sequence with each offset func-
tion � . 1 When there is a request, the algorithm computes a
new offset function and selects a new distribution, but may
also need to “query the future” to decide the new knowledge
state. We note that the algorithm does not obtain new infor-
mation in this query. The algorithm has the entire private re-
quest sequence in its memory (or otherwise available), and
“querying the future” means simply looking at this memory.

1In this sense our application requires a generalized model: Our knowl-
edge states may include an extra piece of information, and we note that our
method is also valid in this case (see [4].)
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3. A � � -Competitive Algorithm for �����
Without loss of generality, each invalidation of a page N

takes place immediately before N is requested since this is
the worst case scenario for OFI-page faults in multiproces-
sor systems. The request of N preceded by an invalidation
is denoted by �N , while a request of N with no invalidation
before we simply write as N . For example, if �
��KN �Od�ZBO�N�[ �OVN
is the sequence of future requests, then only the sequence
of its private future requests, 
4��N�O\ZBO�N�[�O\N , is known to
the OFI-online-algorithm. In the first step serving N , the al-
gorithm must decide on evicting a page without knowing
whether the next request is of the form O or �O . If it is �O it
would not make sense to keep O . Thus if we have to make
room for N , and O is in the cache at the moment an optimal
offline algorithm knowing that �O comes next will evict O .
We require that the request sequence �
 must be consistent
with the private request sequence 
 , meaning that 
 can be
obtained from �
 by replacing every �N by N , for any page N .
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Figure 1. The Three Knowledge States � , � ,�
Let us now define the four parameterized knowledge

states, which we name ���\� , ���\�:� , � �B���E� , and �<�\�:�E��  , whereN2?VO_?DZR?D[2?D] are arbitrary pages. � �\� , � �\�:� , and
� �\�:�E� are il-

lustrated in Figure 1. The knowledge state � �\�:�E��  , which is
only used as a transitory state, appears in Figure 4.

If N and O are pages, the notation “ NM¡jO ” means that, ifN and O both appear in the future private request sequence
(which is known to the algorithm), then the next instance ofN precedes the next instance of O , or that O never appears in
the future.

1. �v�\�����pN�OdQ)Q¢?sh¤£�\� � , where h¤£�B� , is defined to be 1 on the
pair TCN.?VOUW . The knowledge state � �\� is the same as
the knowledge state � �:� .

Our full notation for the knowledge state � �\� is ����¤�+¥¥ ¥¥ ,where we write the page names vertically instead of
horizontally to indicate that we do not care whetherN¦¡%O .

2. � �B��� �§� NuQ O�ZdQ and O¨¡KZR?sh¤©�\�:� � , where h¤©�B��� is defined
to be

�� on TCN.?VOUW and �� on TCN.?DZcW . Besides the offset
function NuQ O�ZdQ , the knowledge state contains the infor-
mation that Ov¡%Z .

Thus, ���B����ª�j���\�E� , despite the fact that they have the
same offset function.

Our full notation for this knowledge state is �!�\�:�M�� � ¥¥¥¥
��� ��� ¥¥¥¥ , where the placing of Z horizontally after O in-

dicates that OF¡%Z .

3.
� �\�:�E� �H� NuQ O�Z\[�Q#?Dh¤«�\�:�E� � , where hi«�\�:�E� is �� on each of
the three states, T_N2?VOUW , T_N.?DZ_W , and TUN.?b[LW . Note that� �\�:�E� � � �B����� � � �\�E�:� � � �B�E��� � � �\���E� � � �\���:� ,
since this knowledge state contains no information
about the future order of requests.

The full notation for this knowledge state is
� �\�:�E� �

� � ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
¬ �� ��® ��

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
4. � �\�:�E��  ��� NuQ O�Z\[�]�Q¢?sh¤¯�\�:�E��  � , where h¤¯�\�:�E��  is �� on each

of the states TUN.?bO_W , TUN.?bZ_W , T_N2?b[LW , and TCN.?D]@W .

The full notation for this knowledge state is �X�\�:�E�� g�
� � ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

¬ �� ��® ��° ��
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

The knowledge state � is transitory, meaning

that when our algorithm enters it it immediately leaves
it, as shown in Figure 4.

Theorem 1 For cache size
�
, there exists an online algo-

rithm � achieving a competitiveness bounded by
� � .

Proof: We will use a standard potential argument to prove
competitiveness, and thus we will need to associate a po-
tential ± with each knowledge state. We now define the
update condition for a given step. Fix �³²´= . Let m�µ:¶ � be
the knowledge state after ��/K= steps, let Tc· t W be the sub-
sequents for step � , and � t be the probability that · t will be
chosen to be m`µ . We define adjust to be the expected ad-
justment of this step, the minimum value of the difference
between the updated work function and the expected work
function after the Las Vegas step, and cost o to be the ex-
pected cost of the algorithm � . Then the update condition
is that

±1�pm µ:¶ � �¸ cost o /���¹ adjust �»º t � t ±1��· t �,A
We will make use of the following lemma from [4]:

Lemma 2 If the update condition holds at every step of an
online algorithm then it is � -competitive.

Fix now �<� �� . We specify the � -competitive algorithm� , simultaneously verifying the update condition at each
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Figure 2. Transition from Knowledge State �
step. � uses the 4 knowledge states defined above with
potentials

±1� � �B� �,�¼GL?¨±1� � �\�:� ��� �� ?¨±1� � �\�:�E� �,� �� ?¨½e�p� �\�:�E��  �,��=�A
The actions of � in each knowledge state are as follows.

1. If the knowledge state is ���\� , �1�B��� , or
� �\�:�E� , and the

request N nothing happens (not illustrated).

2. If the knowledge state is � �\� , � �B��� , or
� �\�:�E� , and the

request �N , the algorithm ejects N and later moves (the
updated version of) N back into the cache. It holds that
cost o � adjust �´= , and the knowledge state remains
the same (not illustrated).

3. If the knowledge state is � �\� and the request Z or �Z ,� considers its private request sequence. If N�¡¾O it
moves to the knowledge state � �E�\� , else to � �E��� . In
both cases, cost o � adjust �w= , and ± increases by�� , thus the update condition is exactly satisfied (see
Figure 2).

4. If the knowledge state is � �B��� and the request is O , the
new knowledge state is � �\� . Then Z\�R�C� o � �� , since
the probability is

�� that our cache state is already NPO ,
and adjust �¿G . The potential decreases by �� (see
Figure 3).

5. If the knowledge state is � �\�:� and the request �O , � con-
siders its private request sequence. If N¦¡�Z it moves to
the knowledge state � �:�\� . Then cost o � adjust �À= ,
and the potential remains the same. Otherwise, the
algorithm moves to the knowledge state �¨���E� . Then
cost o � � � , adjust �´= without changing the potential
(see Figure 3). In either case, the update condition is
satisfied.

Note that in ���\�:� , a request of Z or �Z is impossible sinceOg¡%Z .

6. If the knowledge state is � �\�:� and the request is a
new page [ or �[ , the algorithm moves to

� ���B��� . Then
cost o � adjust ��= , and ± increases by �� , thus the
update condition is exactly satisfied (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Transition from Knowledge State �
7. If the knowledge state is

� �\�:�E� and the request is ei-
ther O , Z , [ , or �O , �Z , or �[ , without loss of generality, it is
either O or �O , since no special distinguishing informa-
tion about O_?DZR?D[ has been recorded in the knowledge
state. In the case of O , � moves to knowledge state�v�B� . Then cost o � �� , adjust �ÁG , and the update
condition is exactly satisfied (see Figure 4). If the re-
quest is �O , � moves to knowledge state

� �:�\�E� . Then
cost o � adjust �Â= , the potential remaining the same
(see Figure 4).

8. If the knowledge state is
� �\�:�E� and the request is ] or�] , where ] is a new page, the algorithm first moves to

the transitory knowledge state �¦ x�B���E� . For this part,
cost o � adjust �Ã= , and ± increases by �� . Then the
algorithm moves to one of the four knowledge states�v�B  , �v�:  , �v�E  , or �1��  , choosing each with probability�� . For this part, by Lemma 3 below, cost o �}G , while,
by Lemma 4 below, adjust �Ä/ �� , and the potential
decreases by 1. Thus, the update condition is satisfied
exactly (see Figure 4).

Lemma 3 In Case 8, the cost of algorithm � is 0.

Proof: Although in the behavioral model randomization
must be used to choose one of the � ’s, in the distributional
model the choice is deterministic. If the algorithm’s state
is NPO it chooses the knowledge state ���\� . If the algorithm’s
state is N�Z it chooses the knowledge state ���\� . If the algo-
rithm’s state is N�[ it chooses the knowledge state �!�\� . If the
algorithm’s state is N�] it chooses the knowledge state �!�\  .
Thus, the movement cost is 0. Å
Lemma 4 In Case 8, the adjustment is / �� .

Proof: The offset function before the Las Vegas step isNuQ O�ZB[@]PQ . The offset function after the Las Vegas step is ei-
ther NPORQSQ , N�ZdQSQ , N�[�Q)Q , or N�]PQSQ , each with probability �� . The
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�

adjustment is thus, by definition, the maximum value of the
function N�Q O�Z\[�]PQ2/ �� NPORQ)Qa/ �� N�ZdQ)Q2/ �� N�[.QSQ2/ �� N�]PQSQ . This
function has the same value / �� on each of the four pairs.Å

Note that in every case in the above list, the cost of �
plus the increase in potential is less than or equal to

� � times
the adjustment. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Å

We have only given a distributional description of algo-
rithm � . One has to translate it into a behavioral description
in order to implement the algorithm. That this can be done
one has to check that the transitions between the different
distributions of the knowledge states are indeed possible.
We omit these simple calculations here.

4. A Lower Bound for Cache Size 2

Theorem 2 For cache size
�
, the competitiveness of any

randomized online algorithm for the cache coherent data
access problem is at least

� � .

Proof: Let us consider a scenario where there are just three
pages altogether, which we call N , O , and Z . Let � be any
randomized online algorithm. We give a randomized ad-
versary which forces � ’s expected cost to be at least

� � the
optimal cost.

Our adversary picks the private request sequence 
>�� NPO�ZB�sÆ for some large Ç , and then chooses a request se-
quence �
 consistent with 
 using randomization, as fol-
lows. The adversary first picks a random string È of suffi-
cient length (roughly

� Æ� will be sufficient) over the alphabetT � ?b�PW . Each symbol of È is picked independently and uni-
formly. È is then used as a guide to pick �
 .

The sequence �
 will consist of phases, where each phase
has length either 2 or 3 determined by the 8E9 ; symbol of È .

The last request in each phase is a simple page load (that is
of type N ), all other requests are page loads with an invalida-
tion of that page before (that means of type �N ). For example,
if È0� � �@� � � �d�

, then �
��¾�NPO_?¨�Z@�NPO_?¨�Z��NPO_?!�Z\N.? �O@�Z\N.? �O�Zc?¨�NPO ,
where the commas separate the phases.

Our particular setting implies that an optimal offline al-
gorithm can always satisfy the page load without a cache
miss. Thus, depending on the length of a phase it makes ei-
ther 1 or 2 pages faults. The expected number of page faults
then equals

� Æ� .
By symmetry, let �N be the first request of a phase. Then

the online algorithm � will be in state N�O or state N�Z after
serving it. If � is in state N�Z then its cost of serving the
whole phase is at least 2 since the next request will generate
a page fault for sure. If � is in state NPO its cost of serving
the phase is 1 if the phase has length 2, and 3 if the phase
is �N �O�Z . Thus, the expected cost of servicing one phase is at
least 2. This yields a lower bound

� � on the competitiveness
of � . Å

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain:

Theorem 3 For cache size
�
, the randomized competitive-

ness of the cache coherent data access problem is
� � .

5. A Lower Bound for Larger Cache Sizes

Using a larger regular request sequence, but a signifi-
cantly more complicated analysis, we can also established a
lower bound of

��
for larger cache sizes.

Theorem 4 The competitiveness of any randomized OFI-
online algorithm for the cache coherent data access prob-
lem for cache size at least 3 cannot be less than

��
.

Proof: We sketch the main idea for �%�4� . The detailed
analysis requires a longer exposition that has to be skipped
due to the space restriction.

It suffices to use four pages, N , O , Z , and [ and the private
request sequence be � NPO�Z\[�� Æ for sufficiently large Ç . Let �
be a � -competitive randomized online algorithm in the dis-
tribution model whose probability distribution is known to
the adversary, but of course not the outcomes of its future
probabilistic steps. Then, there must exist a potential func-
tion ±1�f�g?Dhi� defined for every work function � and every
distribution h that satisfies the update condition with com-
petitiveness � . We define certain quantities and relate them
by inequalities deduced from specific requests by the ad-
versary in special situations to establish a lower bound on� . Each quantity is a formula involving the potential, mini-
mized over all choices of distributions h for � . Let �h�� NP� be
the probability that a page N is not in the cache and defineÉ � $Ê&S(Ë Tc±1�pNuQ O�ZB[.QSQ#?Dhi�q/��h��pO\��W

5



Ì � $'&S(Ë Tc±1�pN�OdQ Z\[�QSQ#?Dhi�q/��h��p[���WÍ � $'&S(Ë Tc±1�pN�OdQ Z\[�QSQ#?Dhi�i���h��p[���WÎ � $'&S(Ë Tc±1�pN�O\ZdQ)QSQ¢?shi�+/y�h,� NP�VWÏ � $'&S(Ë Tc±1�pN�OdQ Z\[�QSQ#?Dhi�VW
By symmetry, the names of the pages can be rotatedNÄ3 O�3 Zk3 [Ä3 N , thus, for example, É �$Ê&S( Ë¨Ð ± �bÑ �E���cÑÒÑË /y�h,� ZC�CÓ . We can then prove the following
five inequalities:� Ï  Í � Ì ? Í  Î �Ô=d? É  Ï ? Î  É �Ô=d/-�.? Ì  É �Ô=@/-�2A
Combining the five inequalities yields �¸ ��

. The details
are given in the full paper. Å
6. Conclusions

We mention that a forgiveness online algorithm is a
knowledge state algorithm with the special restriction that
there is always exactly one subsequent. It is interesting to
note that historically, forgiveness came first, so we can think
of the knowledge state approach as being a generalization of
forgiveness.

We conjecture that a knowledge state algorithm with ran-
domized competitiveness

��
exists for cache size � . Since

our randomized results show better competitiveness than the
deterministic results of [9] and [10], our work suggests that
randomization indeed could be beneficial in practice.
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